. Behavior of laser-severed K-fibers in rounded and flattened PtK 2 cells during anaphase. (A) K-fiber stubs are transported poleward during anaphase. Similar to Fig. 1 B; however, in this example, the severed K-fiber reaches the pole in a single rapid movement. (A) Kymogram analysis demonstrates that the K-fiber stub remains motionless for 10 s and then moves poleward at 6 µm/min. Time is in seconds from the time of the laser burst. X marks the laser beam. See Video 5 for the full record. (B) Behavior of chromosomes with severed K-fibers is similar in flattened and rounded cells. In this example, a K-fiber is severed 1 µm from the kinetochore (X) in a PtK 2 cell flattened to 4.5 µm (see Materials and methods). The K-fiber fragment attached to the spindle pole depolymerizes rapidly (blue arrows), whereas the distal end of the stub attached to the chromosome connects to neighboring MTs (yellow arrows). Notice that the initial length of the K-fiber stub is 1 µm but it gradually elongates during the recording. The stub also appears to split into two fibers that maintain multiple connections with neighboring MTs (66 and 107 s). The cell initiates anaphase at 230 s and the chromatid with severed K-fiber is rapidly transported poleward. Notice that it reaches the pole significantly faster than the other chromosomes (arrows in 380 and 444 s). Time in seconds from the laser burst. See Video 6 for the full record. Figure S4 . K-fibers lacking attachment to the spindle poles visualized in cold-treated cells. (A) A metaphase RPE1 cell exposed to 0°C for 2 min before fixation. Only cold-stable MTs remain. Multiple short K-fibers forming side attachments to K-fibers of other chromosomes are prominent (arrows). Local maximal-intensity projections (two to four Z-sections) are shown for the boxed areas. (B) Similar to A but the cell is in anaphase. Red, MTs (also shown in grayscale); green, kinetochores (CenpA-GFP) and centrioles (Centrin-GFP); blue, chromosomes (DNA). (C) Similar to A but a metaphase U2OS cell. Multiple short K-fibers forming side attachments to K-fibers of other chromosomes are prominent (arrows). Red, MTs (-tubulin; also shown in grayscale); green, kinetochores (CenpB-GFP); blue, chromosomes (DNA). Figure S5 . NuMA concentrates at the ends of K-fibers that lack attachment to the spindle poles. (A) The distribution of the dynein-interacting protein NuMA in cold-treated RPE1 cells (0°C for 2 min) during metaphase. NuMA is highly concentrated at the minus ends of K-fibers attached to spindle poles and is present at a significantly lower concentration in small patches throughout the spindle (A). Mild accumulation of NuMA is seen at the minus ends of short K-fibers that do not reach the poles. (B) The association of NuMA with a short K-fiber in PtK 2 cell during anaphase. Notice that the short fiber is masked in the total maximal-intensity projection (arrow). (B) However, it can be detected in the projection of a 1-µm-thick volume. (B) Premature termination of the K-fiber and the association of the minus end with NuMA becomes apparent in the series of individual focal planes separated by 200-nm steps.
Video 2. Reorientation of laser-severed K-fiber. Laser-severed K-fibers in PtK 2 cells expressing GFP--tubulin were analyzed by time-lapse confocal microscopy using a microscope (TE-2000E PFS; Nikon). Selected frames from this recording are shown in Fig. S1 C. 1-s intervals (599 s), 108-nm pixels, 100× NA 1.4 objective. Time in seconds. 0 corresponds to laser irradiation. Video 3. Laser operation and live-cell recording followed by fixation and subsequent correlative LM/EM analysis. Lasersevered K-fibers in PtK 2 cells expressing GFP--tubulin were analyzed by time-lapse confocal microscopy using a microscope (TE-2000E PFS; Nikon) . X marks the laser beam. Selected frames from this recording are shown in Fig. 1 B. 0.5-s intervals (38.5 s), 108-nm pixels, 100× NA 1.4 objective. Time in seconds. 0 corresponds to laser irradiation.
Video 4. Typical behavior of laser-severed K-fibers during anaphase. Laser-severed K-fibers in PtK 2 cells expressing GFP--tubulin were analyzed by time-lapse confocal microscopy using a microscope (TE-2000E PFS; Nikon) . Selected frames from this recording are shown in Fig. 1 B. 0.5-s intervals (49.5 s), 108-nm pixels, 100× NA 1.4 objective. Time in seconds. 0 corresponds to laser irradiation.
Video 5. Extended rapid poleward movement of laser-severed K-fiber during anaphase. Laser-severed K-fibers in PtK 2 cells expressing GFP--tubulin were analyzed by time-lapse confocal microscopy using a microscope (TE-2000E PFS; Nikon) . Selected frames from this recording are shown in Fig. S1 C. 1-s intervals (32 s), 108-nm pixels, 100× NA 1.4 objective. Time in seconds. 0 corresponds to laser irradiation. Video 1. Typical behavior of laser-severed K-fibers during metaphase. Laser-severed K-fibers in PtK 2 cells expressing GFP--tubulin were analyzed by time-lapse spinning-disc confocal (Yokogawa Electric Corporation) microscopy using a microscope (TE-2000E PFS; Nikon) . Selected frames from this recording are shown in Fig. 1 A. 0.5-s intervals (49.5 s), 108-nm pixels, 100× NA 1.4 objective. Time in seconds. 0 corresponds to laser irradiation.
